
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Herb Celtic Meaning 

Achillea Is for good health 

Alfalfa Is for abundance, fertility 

Amaranth Is for healing protection 

Anise Hyssop Shows sacrifice, cleanliness 

Basil Is for love 

Bearberry Increases physic 

Borage Is for courage 

Burnet Is for a merry heart 

Calendula Shows a desire for riches 

Catnip Is for love, friendship 

Chamomile Is for patience 

Chervil Is for serenity 

Chives Shows usefulness 

Clary Sage Is for self respect 

Coltsfoot Is for tranquility 

Coriander Is for hidden worth 

Curly Mint Is for refreshment 

Daisy Is for innocence 

Dandelion Is for faithfulness 

Dill Shows good cheer 

Echinacea Is for strengthening 

Elderberry  Is for zeal 

Elecampane Is for raising spirits 

Evening Primrose Show consistency 

Fennel  Shows flattery 

Feverfew Is for protection 

Garlic Is for courage, strength 

Goldenrod Is for encouragement 

Herb Celtic Meaning 

Heartsease Says “you occupy my thoughts” 

Lady’s Mantle Is for comforting 

Lavender Is for devotion, virtue 

Lemon Balm Is for sympathy 

Lungwort Says “you are my life” 

Mallow Shows femininity 

Marjoram Is for joy, happiness 

Meadowsweet Shows happy energy 

Monarda Is for riches 

Motherwort Shows female strength 

Mugwort Is for healing astral power 

Oat Straw  Is for prosperity 

Oregano Is for substance 

Parsley Is for useful knowledge 

Peppermint Is for cordiality 

Plantain Is a guard from evil 

Red Clover Shows industry 

Rosemary Is for remembrance 

Sage Is for wisdom 

Savory Is for interest 

Scullcap Is for clear thinking 

Self Heal Is for wound healing 

Spearmint Is for warm sentiment 

Tarragon Is for permanence 

Thyme Is for cleansing, daring 

Vervain Is for enchantment 

Wood Betony Is to expel despair 

Woodruff Shows humility 

Wormwood Is for constancy 

“Bright” Celtic Meanings of Herbs 

 Do you know the language of flowers? How about the meanings of herbs? In “ye olde days” of the Druids 
and high priestesses of healing, a language evolved to keep the magic of plants alive and secret from the reli-
gious oppressors of the day. This list took some work to gather from many sites and is in no way exhaustive. 
Meanings have been corrupted and updated as new belief systems have developed. Since many of these 
meanings started out as spells and curses, I chose to give just the positive or “bright” meanings of these herbs. 


